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Abstract . In this note we give a generalization of Furtwáng1er's primiti-
vity criterion [21, in order to assure that a polynomial is primitive through
his coefficients .
Let K be a field . We recall that a polynomial f (X)'EK[ X]
	
is
called primitive over K if its Galois aroup over K is primitive
as a permutation group of its roots [3,ch .VI,491 .
Throughout this note R will denote a Dedekind domain and K
its field of quotients . If Af is a prime ideal of R, we denote by
v,~ the valuation of R associated to ~.
Furtwángler proved the following criterion [2,th.31 : If
f(X)=Xn+a1Xn-l+ . . .+an EIL[X1 is an irreducible polynomial and for
a prime p is vp (a i»0, 1<i-<n, vp (an-1 )=1 and vp (an)>1, then f(X)
is primitive .
In this note we prove the following generalization :
Theorem . Let f(X)=Xn+a 1 Xn-1+ . . .+an ER[X1 be an irreducible poly-
nomial . Let 1 be a prime ideal of R such that ei =v1 (a i»l for
every 1<i-,Qn . Let OQc<n be such that e l/i ? ek/k for every 1<i-<n.
Suppose that n=rs, and the roots of f(X) can be divided in s
subsets of imprimitivity . If in every s-tuple (ii, . . .,is) of in-
dexs with 0<im<r, lZ-'ín<,s, and il+ . . .+is=k, there exists an index
iq such that (i q,k)=1, then s > k/(k,ek) .
186
First we need an easy lemma :
Lemma . Let f(X)=Xn+a1Xn-1+. . .+an ER[X] . Let a be a
LetIbe a prime ideal of K.and p a nrime ideal of K(a) lying
over,V .
	
Let ' XEQ and e=e (f/V .
i) If vf (ai )>iX for every then v1,(«»eX
ii) If v,, (a : )>i>,	forevery himen, then v,~ (a)>e?,
Proof . The slope of any segment of the Newton's polygon asso-
ciated to f (X) is > X , by [1 ,ch.2,51 is v1,(a)/e>k .
Proof of the theorem. Let L be a splitting field of f(X) over
Let 12 be a prime ideal of L lying overng,and e=e(p,Af) . Let
1 1 2 2 sal, . . .,ar ;al, . . .,ar ; . . . ;as, . . . . ar .
K .
be
Let
a division of the roots of f(X) in subsets of imprimitivity .
r
fi (x) = j1il (x-a~)
= xr+l1xr-1+ . . .+ r, l,-!~i<-s .
Clearly the elements 11, . . . . ts are conjugated over K for
1<j<-r . Let
Thus, v,(bi)
gj (X) = XS+biXs-1+ . . .+bs, l<j<r,
root of f(X) .
every
be their irreducible polynomial over K. Being the roots of f(X)
integers over K, the same happens with the ú's, hence gj (X)E R;ix]
for every 15j<r . If a is a root of f(X), it follows from the
lemma that vp (a)> eek/k,
v,(t1)
v1 (bi)
ak =
09,~imr, I,<Qs
il+ . . .+is=k
hence
ijeek/k, hence
s
Clearly f (X) = ¡Ll fi (X), hence
1 s
i . . . i , where
ip=1 for every 1<i-<-s .
i s
By (1) every summand has
v,~( . . . . i ) >
eek .
	
(3)
1 s
Since v12(ak)=eek, there exists one s-tuple (¡ l o . . . ti S )
equality holds. in (3) . Hence, for this s-tuple we have
v ( ¿ ) = -imeek/k, for every l~n-s~ .
m
for which
Let iq be the índex in this s-tuple such that (iq ,k)=1 . By (2)
and ii) of the lemma, there exists an índex t, l<-t<_s, such that
i
v,,& (btq ) = tigek/k .
i
Since VY(btq) is an integer and (iq,k)=1 we conclude that tek/k
is an integer, hence t is a multiple of k/(k,ek) . Thus s>t>k/(k,ek) .
theIn followina cases f(X) is nrimitive :
i) If k=n-1 and (n-l,en-1)=1,
ii) ' If n>3, k=n-1 and en-l=1 or 2 .
iii) If n is odd, k=n-2 and (n-2,en-2)=1 .
iv) If n>6, 34n, k=n-3 and (n-3,en-3)=1 .
v) If p is a prime number n/2 < p < n and k=p .
Proof . All are an easy consequence of the theorem. .Let us remark
that there always exists a prime number satisfying the condition
of v) by a theorem of Tchebyscheff .
Remark . Furtwángler's primitivity criterion is the special case
en-l=1 in i) of the
corollary .
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